This paper considers some implementation issues in a path planner for achieving uniform coverage of a non-Euclidean bony surface embedded in R 3 space. The target application for this planner is bone removal in orthopaedic surgery, but the technique can also be applied to other general surface-coverage problems. Specifically, we use cellular decomposition and sweep lines to generate a set of meaningful way-points for the bone-burring robot to visit, then navigate between these way-points using potential functions.
Introduction
Medicine is a field where advances in technology can directly help increase the quality of life for humans. In the operating room alone, there are several systems currently available to aid in surgical procedures. With the assistance of computercontrolled robotic systems, procedures can be performed more accurately and less invasively [1, 2] . Orthopaedic surgery is one such area where the field of robotics has been shown to be highly applicable. Procedures that require the precise reshaping of bone lend themselves to benefiting from highly accurate robots. Previous work in this field includes a force analysis of an orthopaedic tool [3] , a semi-active robot to aid a surgeon [4] , and a calibrated robot to actively participate in the surgery itself [5] . Several other commercially available platforms exist as well [6 -9] .
We present a new system that combines a medical robotic platform with techniques usually associated with mobile robot motion planning. By treating the tip of the cutting tool as a mobile robot and the area of surgery as a free space, we can apply many techniques that have already been shown to be successful. Potential functions are one such approach. Potential functions are generally used to create a field where high potential areas correspond to obstacles in a space, while areas of low potential correspond to goals. Using a gradient descent algorithm, one can navigate to a goal. Cellular decomposition, a hierarchical tool in decomposing spaces, is another approach. Complex spaces are broken down into a set of cells that are easy to traverse. Using these tools, we aim to automate portions of orthopaedic surgeries.
This paper focuses on one specific facet of many orthopaedic surgeries that is also common to automation tasks in general: surface coverage. Several commonly performed orthopaedic surgeries require the use of a bone-milling device to reshape the surface of a bone so as to accommodate an implant. In fact, total knee arthroplasties alone represent an annual cost upwards of $11.2 billion. Any modification that increases a surgeon's accuracy will in turn save a significant amount of money. In this paper, we present an algorithm for automatically computing a trajectory for a bone-milling robot that covers the surface of a bone. Specifically, our algorithm combines cellular decomposition, sweep lines, and potential functions to generate a path that uniformly covers the surface.
Operation and requirements
The Miniature Bone-Attached Robotic System (MBARS) is a robust orthopaedic surgery robot. Specifically, MBARS is a Stewart-Gough platform with a commercial bone burr mounted on the upper platform (Figure 1 ). Three surgical pins rigidly attach the robot to the area of operation, making the bone surface and robot base act as a single rigid body. Next, using a point probe, the robot palpates the operational bone surface and collects surface points in the end-effector coordinate system. Contact with the bone surface is detected using the force feedback capability inherent in the robot's low-level controller; contact is indicated by a sudden increase in force. (If force feedback is not available, then one can connect the point probe to a force sensor which can be attached to the robot's end-effector.) This process results in a cloud of points in the robot coordinate system, and intraoperative planning is already performed in the robot (or tool) coordinate system. This has a significant benefit in that there are no relative motions between the knee and the robot, so there is no need for a dynamic tracking sensor to detect relative motion between the robot and the anatomy. Moreover, this approach also minimizes errors introduced during the registration process and in the resulting transformations between the robot's planner and anatomy coordinate systems. MBARS can achieve higher accuracy at a much lower cost.
The clinical study we chose to focus on is patellofemoral joint (PFJ) arthroplasty. In this surgery, a surgeon resects the patella (kneecap) and uses a bone-burring cutting tool to shape the patellofemoral surface. Through an iterative trial and error process, the bone is gradually shaved, and the trochlear component is placed in the newly formed cavity of the patellofemoral surface. Once the trochlear component is in place, an additional prosthesis is placed on the underside of the patella, thus reducing friction between the patella and patellofemoral surface and, consequently, reducing pain for the patient [10] (Figure 2 ).
MBARS will perform only the patellofemoral surface reshaping. To be able to achieve this task, the robot's workspace needs to encompass the entire volume of bone to be milled. A 5-cm 3 operating space was chosen, as it safely contains the largest possible prosthesis for the operation.
An additional requirement for this task is the ability to match or surpass the accuracy of a surgeon's hand. Typical industrial robots are serial mechanisms: Linkages are aligned serially such that every joint is connected to exactly two linkages, and every linkage is connected to at most two joints. For example, the structure of a person's arm can be represented as a serial robot: the hand is connected to the torso through the wrist, elbow, and shoulder joints. A major drawback to these structures is that positional accuracy is compromised as more joints are added to the system. Parallel mechanisms, however, do not have this problem. Linkages of parallel mechanisms are not constrained to be connected by only two joints, but rather the end-effector of the robot is connected directly to its base through many linkages. Both loads on the system and positional error are mediated through the joints, thus allowing a stronger, more accurate robot. The drawback to these systems is the decreased workspace that results from non-serial connections. However, this can be advantageous for a surgical robot as the operational workspace is within the robot's effective workspace [11] .
Implant fitting
A major requirement of the surgery is that both sides, as well as the distal tip, of the trochlear component must lie flush with the patellofemoral surface so that the patellar component will not catch during joint movement [10] . Our goal is to find a final position for the implant prior to making any cuts in the bone. This requires surface models of both the implant and the knee, which we construct using CT imagery ( Figure 3) . The surgery requires the centerline of the implant to lie along the trochlear groove of the knee to ensure proper alignment. Via software, a user (surgeon) marks the trochlear groove of the bone surface and the centerline of the implant in the corresponding computer models. The implant model is moved such that its centerline is coplanar with the patellofemoral centerline (Figure 4) . A translation 
The result of the completed algorithm is an accurate fit between the implant and the bone surface. However, as accurate as the results are, the surgeon retains the capability to refine and change the implant location based on his judgment and understanding. Once the surgeon approves the implant location, it is used as an input for the robot's path-planning algorithm.
Sweep line and path planning
Once the implant position on the surface is determined, a trajectory is calculated for MBARS to achieve uniform coverage. To do this, we treat the bone burr tip as a mobile robot, or particle. Once the trajectory for the particle is calculated, inverse kinematics are used to find the configuration of the robot. Because MBARS is a parallel manipulator, inverse kinematics becomes a trivial problem of calculating link lengths [12] .
For the task of coverage, we use cell decomposition, a technique for achieving complete coverage of connected free spaces. Using this technique, we break a space into a connected set of cells that are easily covered. Therefore, covering the entire space becomes an easily solved problem of visiting every cell. In two-dimensional spaces, boustrophedon cell decomposition (one particular type of cell decomposition) is carried out by moving a scan line across a space and marking the points where the scan line changes continuity. These points mark where the border of a cell occurs [13] . Figure 7 shows the cellular decomposition of an example space as a scan line is moved from left to right. The cell decomposition of the implant from a scan line moving in the distalproximal direction yields 3 cells (Figure 8 ).
Once we have the cells, we wish to generate a coverage path within each cell. We have chosen to use a simple back-and-forth pattern to achieve coverage ( Figure 9 ), but we also need to regulate the distance between passes to ensure uniformity. To ensure a uniform surface of the bone after milling, equal sweeps of the burr must be made such that scallop height, i.e., the height of ridges on the surface, remains constant [14] (Figure 10 ). To do so, we use an approach as outlined in reference [15] . The algorithm works as follows:
1. Find the intersection of the knee model with a 2D plane. This intersection will be known as the start curve. For ease of implementation, choose the 2D plane such that the start curve will lie at one of the proximal/distal extremities of where the implant rests on the surface (either the proximal tip or the point furthest from the proximal tip). Note that since our model is a cloud of points, we will not be defining a curve, but rather a discrete set of nodes on the surface that appear to lie in a curve ( Figure 11 ).
Offset each resulting node on the intersection
by an amount D along the surface in the direction of the other proximal/distal extremity, i.e., in a direction "orthogonal'" to the start curve. D is determined by the desired size of the scallop height. The smaller the value of D, the smoother the resulting cut surface. Connecting the nodes at each iteration defines an offset curve in the surface (Figure 12 ). 3. Repeat step 2 until entire area has been swept out. 4. Remove parts of offset curves that fall outside the bone surface area where the implant will rest ( Figure 13 ). 5. Reconnect parts of curves that cross the gap between boundaries on the proximal side of the implant (Figure 14 ). To ensure the feasibility of step 2, we present the mapping f to take us from the bone surface to R 2 space. For convenience, we refer to the bone surface as an arbitrary surface U (Figure 15 ). f is a diffeomorphic function that will provide us with the means to use a standard Euclidean metric.
Equations 3-6 define the mapping, and implicitly its inverse as well.
While length along the surface projection is defined by the Euclidean two-norm, this is not the case for length along the surface.
For the purposes of offsetting the curve, we can use the f. Given a known start-point of the curve, y 0 , we search for the y-coordinate in R 2 such that the following equation holds for our offset distance D.
Potential field navigation
Once nodes along the surface for MBARS to visit are chosen, we can calculate "local navigation" using potential functions. Potential functions have already been widely used in mobile robot navigation. Khatib and others have provided examples for control of manipulators and mobile robots [16, 17] . In summary, a potential function is a differentiable real valued function whose gradient defines a vector field. Navigation of a robot is done by treating the robot as a particle moving through the vector field. By making a goal have an attractive potential and obstacles a repulsive potential, virtual forces generated by the potential field direct a robot from start to goal. We modeled our potential function after the attractive/repulsive model. Two of the following three forces affect the trajectory of the tip of the robot:
1. The target position provides an attractive force: 2. The bone surface provides an attractive force towards itself if the tip is outside a threshold:
3. The bone surface provides a repulsive force away from itself if the tip is inside the threshold:
In each case, q curr is the current location of the robot, q target is the target location, and q close is the closest point on the knee to q curr . K a , K g , and K r are constants. Note that we do not simply create an attractive potential to an offset surface. This is done to allow K a = K r The resulting force is then calculated:
We can now update the position of the robot:
where d s is a constant step size. By making the step size constant, we ensure that the robot will take equal-size steps across the surface and consequently make equal-size cuts. This is our primary reason for choosing to use a potential function, as it is easy to ensure that the cuts remain uniform. The result is a trajectory that navigates from point to point at a fixed distance above the surface. We choose the fixed distance to be significantly smaller than the width of the burr head, so that the amount of bone being cut at one time is kept small. A step in the iterative process is illustrated in Figure 16 . By varying K g , smoother trajectories can be formed (Figure 17 ). However, it is important to note that K g must be significantly larger than the repelling constant, K r , to ensure that the robot is constrained to the surface of the bone. In our implementation, the ratio of K g to K r was approximately 5 : 2.
Conclusion and future work
We have demonstrated the ability to generate a path for uniform coverage in a simulation. Our next step will be to test the system on the knee of a cadaver, and then use MBARS in actual surgery. We plan to integrate an interchangeable force probe, which, taking the place of the bone burr, would be able to build an online model of the patient's knee. Again, this would also make the operating room procedure completely free of motion-tracking systems. Depending on the amount of processing required by this algorithm when integrated into current software, the system could potentially perform all computation on board and be computer-free as well. Once MBARS has been shown to be effective during a PFJ surgery, we plan to use the same method on other orthopaedic procedures.
